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	NAME: Deian
	DESCRIPTION: First contacted in 2213, the Deians, or True Nerillar as they call themselves (they term each race according to the order in which they were encountered, so Humans are 2nd Nerillar, Vulcans are 4th Nerillar & so on), had already laid colonies on 3 planets within their own Paktar system & were on the verge of making contact with other races. These were in addition to their homeworld, Paktar III, known as "Kal'Tyar Seterra Nerillar"(First & True Home). Like Earth Humans, Deians live about 100 years with good nutrition & medical care. Though they value their privacy - their monotheistic religion remains a secret to this day - many Deians choose to serve in Starfleet more often in the sciences or engineering, although some do serve as Federation diplomats.Names: They have a given name & a surname.Male: Kin, Renhal, Dar, Zark.Female: Morinna, Nexani, Zana, Sukana.Surname: Lamila, Darin, Narix, Kagran.
	ERA:  TOS era and beyond
	Text Field 13: A wish to improve existence for all. 
	Text Field 7: Daring +1, Fitness +1, Presence +1.
	Text Field 8: The Deians are humanoids with pale blue skin & very little, or no facial hair. Indeed, they have a cultural taboo against exposing any body hair except their head hair. Their appearance is considered almost god-like in its beauty, such that those races that find the human form attractive, often also find the slender, coolly, pristine & ethereally angelic looks of an average Deian a distraction. Deians are adaptable & resilient.
	TALENTS: Deian, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Ethereal Beauty [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Deian have an ethereal beauty that is very distracting. When in a social interaction/conflict with another character, you may re-roll all your D20s in your dice pool. If you succeed that task, you gain 1 Advantage.
	TALENT NAME 2: Deian Resilience
	TALENT TEXT 2: You are resilient & increase your maximum stress by 2. 
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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